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How to tackle the cost of IT Refresh
Rossett School replace their entire PC estate at a fraction of the cost
Summary: Rossett School are a very large Secondary Academy (over 1,500 pupils), with a Sixth Form,
based in Yorkshire. As an outstanding academy Rossett are keen to maintain academic
excellence through a broad range of Curriculum activities. Technology forms

a strong contribution to

learning with an iPad parental scheme already into it’s 3rd year. However the Academy maintains a number
of desktop PC’s for coding and subjects where this format benefits the users.
Technology Choice: With such a wide range of device types and
manufacturers on the market, making the right choice can be difficult
and time consuming. Our shared aim: provide a higher spec
without the higher price tag. Without a clear vision on refresh
some estates end up with multiple motherboards and processors
around site which can cause image creation and deployment to be
time consuming and frustrating. Rossett already moved some learning
functions to tablet or speciality devices so this refresh encompassed
‘work-horse computers’ only. With a base specification of Core i5,
Solid State Drives and 8GB Memory the aim was to provide a longterm investment.
Real Value for Money: The investment saved
over 60% when compared to a brand new PC of a

Why Odyssey?
With over 30 years of combined
experience we will make your IT
development a success.
Unbiased advice based on
classroom impact to teaching and
learning.
Always striving for value for our
customers, we aim to work with
your budget.
Expert and quality service
throughout; from consultation to
implementation & ongoing support.

similar specification. With Microsoft’s Authorised
Refurbisher accreditation, we can confidently propose refurbished equipment that come with extended
warranties (up to 5 years) and quality guarantees that include brand new hard drives and genuine
Microsoft Licencing. Ultimately the refurbished PC’s allowed Rossett School to purchase over 3
times the original amount they expected to be able to afford.
Result Driven: With all the PC’s at Rossett School replaced they can focus on teaching and learning,
with peace of mind that they have not had to compromise on performance. Supplied with a full
3 years warranty and new keyboards and mice Rossett can work to maintain their outstanding status.
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